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A TimNet Software Release Test

H.J.S. den Brok

Nat. Lab. Technical Note Nr.

RWR-559-HDB-94022-HDB

Abstract

Tim is a software package developed by Philips ED&T and is commercially
available. The package consists of two modules: TimNet and TimPat. TimNet en
ables the automatic addition of the boundary scan test circuit to an ASIC. TimPat

creates design and production verification test patterns for a boundary scan cir
cuit.

Two to three times a year a new release of Tim becomes available supporting new
features. Before a release Tim must be tested thoroughly to verify if all new and
old features work correctly. Because of the fact that Tim has become a large
package with many features there is a growing need to test the Tim software auto
matically.

This report concentrates on the design and implementation of an automatic and
flexible software release test for TimNet. This has resulted in a test case genera
tor controlled by a user defined file and a program that verifies the TimNet out
put. It has been proven that with the developed release test the quality of the
product TimNet can be raised.
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1 Introduction
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This chapter gives an introduction to the project. This is done by showing a problem defini
tion, a project objective, a project approach and a project schedule. Finally, the last paragraph
outlines the report.

1.1 Problem Definition

A boundary scan circuit is the hardware part of boundary scan test. Boundary scan test is a
design-for-testability technique which resolves the test node accessibility problem on a Print
ed Circuit Board (PCB).

Tim is a software package developed by Philips Electronic Design & Tool and is commercial
ly available. The package consists of two modules: TimNet and TimPat. TimNet enables the
automatic addition of the boundary scan circuit to an Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC). TimPat creates design and production verification test patterns for a boundary scan
circuit.

Two to three times a year a new release of Tim becomes available, supporting new features.

Tim must be tested thoroughly, to verify if all new and old features work correctly, before a
release can take place. Due to the increasing software complexity of TIm, there is a growing
need to test the Tim software systematic and automatic, in order to ensure product quality and
to reduce test costs.

1.2 Project Objective

The objective of the project was the design and development of a flexible and in a high de
gree automatized, TimNet software release test.

The release test must be flexible with regard to TimNet, because the release test should be
useable for future TimNet releases. The release test, should also be flexible with regard to the
coverage of the test: there must be a possibility to perfonn only a subtest, instead of the total
release test.

In order to reduce the test costs and test time, and at the same time, to raise the reliability of
the release test, the generation, the execution and the verification of the test cases must be au
tomatic.

1.3 Project Approach

The chosen project approach is as follows. First, a problem definition and a project approach
was defined. Next, the software product to test, Le. TimNet, was studied. In order to do this,
the subject "boundary scan test" was studied first. After these first activities, a literature re-

© Philips Electronics N. V.
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search was done on the area of software testing. The next activity was to combine the knowl
edge gained during the previous three activities and design a flexible and automatic release
test.

1.4 Project Schedule

The duration of the various project activities are shown in table 1.

Table 1 The project schedule

Activity Duration
in weeks

Study of boundary scan test and TimNet 5

Study of testing software 5

Designing the TimNet software release test 5

Implementing the TimNet software release test 16

Testing the TimNet software release test 4

Tuning of the TimNet software release test 1

Writing the project report 5

1.5 The Report

This report concentrates on the design and implementation of an automatic and flexible re
lease test procedure for a software program called TimNet. It is intended for both the reader
who is interested in the main structures of the project, as well, for the reader who is interested
in the details.

Chapter 2 is an introduction to the boundary scan test and to the software package TimNet.

Chapter 3 deals with the subject of software testing.

In chapter 4 the structure of a flexible TimNet software release test is discussed. This release
test needs an input file which is called a "test strategy" file.

In chapter 5 a test strategy file especially for a release test of TimNet is developed.

Chapter 6 shows the used verification paths used for the TimNet output files.

Chapter 7 is about the usage of the various programs which are part of the TimNet software
release test.

Chapter 8 is about the maintenance of these programs.

2 © Philips Electronics N. V.
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Chapter 9 gives a summary of the achieved results.

The last chapter, chapter la, contains the conclusions.

February 1994

The reader who is only interested in the main structures of the project, can skip chapter 7 and
8. These chapters are specially intended for the user of the developed TimNet release test.

© Philips Electronics N. V. 3
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2 Introduction to Boundary Scan Test
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This chapter is an introduction to boundary scan test. The knowledge in this chapter is needed
to understand the functionality of TimNet, the subject of the next chapter. After explaining
what boundary scan test is, why it is used and how it works, the general architecture of a

boundary scan circuit is discussed.

2.1 What is Boundary Scan Test

Boundary Scan Test (BST) is a design technique which improves the testability of a Printed
Circuit Board (PCB). BST focuses on detecting flaws in the interconnections between the ICs
on a circuit board such as opens, shorts, as well as "stuck at" faults, and assembly flaws. With
boundary scan test it has become possible to control and observe each input and output pin of
an IC, while it is mounted on a PCB, and to identify each IC on a PCB.

2.2 Why Boundary Scan Test

The increased complexity of the PCB, causes testing problems by the inaccessibility of test

nodes via conventional techniques, such as bed-of-nail fixtures and mechanical probes. These
techniques are reaching their technological limits. To ensure high product quality, expensive

functional tests should be performed. But with BST each test node on a PCB can be made ac
cessible and owing to this, the costs of the functional tests can be reduced. The price for this
is more dedicated pins and an increased silicium surface for each boundary scan IC used on
the PCB.

2.3 How does Boundary Scan Test Work

The BST raises the testability of a PCB by using special boundary scan ICs. A boundary scan
IC is an IC with normal core logic and an additional boundary scan circuit. The boundary
scan circuit contains Boundary Scan Cells (BSCs) controlled by the boundary scan controller.
See also figure 1.

In a typical boundary scan IC, a BSC is placed between the core logic and each input or out
put buffer. Each BSC can:

• Capture data on its parallel input

• Update data onto its parallel output

• Serially shift data to its neighbour

The BSCs are interconnected to form a shift-register chain, called the boundary scan register.

The boundary scan register provides a serial path which surrounds the core logic. This path is
provided with a Test Data Input (TDI) and Test Data Output (TDO) connections and appro-

© Philips Electronics N. V. 5
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TOI

TCK

TMS

Boundary Scan Cell
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Controller

Core

TOO

IC Pin

Figure 1 A boundary scan IC

priate clock and control signals coming from the boundary scan controller. This controller is

controlled by the clock (TCK) and by the Test Mode Select (TMS). In this configuration, test

data can be shifted through the boundary scan path from TDI to TDO to achieve test node ac

cessibility.

Within a PCB, assembled from several ICs, the boundary scan registers for the individual

components could be connected in series, to fonn a single path through the complete design.
This is shown in figure 2.

Alternatively, a board design could contain several independent boundary scan paths.

External testing of wiring interconnects and neighbouring ICs is accomplished by applying a

test stimulus from the BSCs which are associated with the output pins of the appropriate ICs

and capturing the response in the BSCs which are associated with the input pins of the neigh
bouring ICs.

6 © Philips Electronics N. V.
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Figure 2 A PCB with boundary scan ICs

Internal testing of a IC core logic is accomplished by isolating the on-chip core logic from

stimuli received from surrounding components while an internal self test is performed. Alter

natively, if the boundary scan register is suitably designed, it can permit a limited slow-speed

static testing of IC core logic. It does this by applying a test stimulus from the BSCs, which

are associated with the input pins of the IC, and capturing a test response of the core logic

from the BSCs, which are associated with the output pins of the IC.

2.4 The Test Logic Architecture

The overall test architecture, as described by the IEEE 1149.1 standard [IEE90], distinguish

es four basic elements:

I. the Test Access Port (TAP)

2. the TAP controller

3. the Instruction Register (IR)

4. a group of Test Data Registers (TDRs)

The overall test architecture is shown in figure 3.

© Philips Electronics N. V. 7
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Figure 3 The boundary scan archi tecture

2.4.1 Test Access Port

The TAP provides access to the boundary scan dedicated pins. It consists of four input con

nections, one of which is optional, and one output connection. The optional input connection

is used to reset asynchronously the test logic defined by the BST standard. However, this

function can also be performed by the TAP controller. This optional Test Reset pin (TRST) is

not drawn.

2.4.2 TAP Controller

The function of the TAP controller is to generate clock and control signals, required for the

correct operation of the circuit connected to its output: the IR and the TORs. The TAP con

trol1er is a finite state machine that operates synchronously with the TCK input. It responds to

the TMS and TCKsignals to generate the control signals required to shift, capture or update

data through either the IR or the addressed TOR.

2.4.3 The Instruction Register

The IR allows test instructions to be shifted into each IC along the PCB-level path. At board,

all IC instruction registers are connected in series if the TAP controller is in a special state

called "Shift-IR". The test instruction defines the test to be performed, or the test data regis

ter to be addressed.

8 © Philips Electronics N. V.
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Test Data Registers
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The boundary scan architecture must contain a minimum of two test data registers: the By

pass Register and the Boundary Scan Registers. A third register, Device Identification Regis

ter, is optional. Each Test Data Register, included in the architecture, is addresseable through

an instruction code that can be scamled into the Instruction Register. The addition of a design

specific Test Data Register is permissible and is accomplished by adding an instructive code

to the achitecture's test-instruction set.

The Bypass Register

The mandatory Bypass Register is a single stage shift-register. When addressed, it provides a

minimum length serial path for the test data shifting from the ICs TDI to its TDO. The benefit

of the Bypass Register is a shortened scan path through the architecture when scan access of

other Test Data Registers is not required.

The Boundary Scan Register

The mandatory BSR consists of a series of BSCs arranged to form a scan path around the

boundary of the core logic of the Ie. The BSR provides the following features:

• It allows testing of circuit external to the IC, which typically means the interconnect test.

• It allows self-testing of the on-chip logic (e.g. built-in self test), while also providing

defined conditions at the periphery of the on-chip logic.

• It allows sampling and examination of the input and output signals without interfering

with the operation of the on-chip logic.

• It can stay idle, thereby showing virtually no load to the on-chip logic when signals are
flowing through the system.

The Device Identification Register

The Device Identification Register (ID register) is an optional register that may be included

in an IC. It provides binary information about the manufacturer's name, part number and ver

sion number of the Ie. This register allows verification that the correct IC has been mounted

on the proper place on the PCB.

© Philips Electronics N. V. 9
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3 Introduction to TiroNet
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The Tim software package consists of two modules: TimNet and TimPat. TimNet enables the
automatic addition of the boundary scan test circuit to an Application Specific Integrated Cir

cuit (ASIC). TimPat creates design and production verification test patterns for a boundary
scan circuit.

3.1 TiroNet

TimNet automatically adds the circuit required for boundary scan test to a design. The imple
mentation of the circuit is according to the IEEE Standard [IEE90} on boundary scan test.
This boundary scan circuit consists of two main parts: the boundary scan control logic and
the sequential register of boundary scan cells between the core and the input/output pins.

Core

Figure 4 Tim Net adds the boundary scan circuit to an ASIC

The only input the user has to provide is a control file containing a description of the external
interface of the design, Le. design name, pin names, pin numbers and some further directives
as to how the boundary scan circuit must be constructed.

Besides generating the boundary scan circuit, TimNet will produce a data sheet in one of two
different formats, describing the boundary scan relevant aspects of the IC. BSDL is one of the
formats, and is an supplement in the making of [IEE90]. The data sheet can be used, for ex
ample, as input to TimPat for test pattern generation.

In order to generate the BST circuits, TimNet makes use of a special BST library.

© Philips Electronics N. V. 11
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3.2 The Boundary Scan Test Library

TimNet uses a BST library which is compatible with the [IEE90]. This library contains the

BSC and boundary scan controllers. These controllers combines the TAP controller, IR, by

pass register and all the necessary logic to generate the prober control signals for the BSCs.

The boundary scan controllers make use of the Single Transport Chain (STC) concept. By

means of the STC it is possible to reduce the hardware cost of the additional BSC, by com

bining the different registers into one single transport chain. The instruction, bypass, bounda

ry scan and identification register could by combined into one transport chain. However the

BST library uses two separate chains: one chain combining the instruction register with the

bypass register and one chain combining the boundary scan register with the device identifi

cation register.

TDI

Instruction

Bypass
TDO

Device Identification

2 32 33 n

......·..·0

u'5'0 1---1~

3

Figure 5

Boundary

The implemented variant of the single transport chain concept

The boundary scan controllers in the BST library have all the same basic architecture. They

all use the same TAP controller, instruction register and multiplexer blocks. They have only

different decoder sections. The architecture of the decoder sections depends on the desired

instruction set which should be implemented in the boundary scan controller.

The BST library is not directly accessed by TimNet. The interface between TimNet and the

BST library is done by the "bstlib.tec" file. This file contains a description of the elements in

the BST library for a certain IC technology and contains links to the library elements.

3.3 TimNet Control File Format

The user of TimNet must create the control file '<design>.tnt', or alternatively edit the con

trol file created with the Men2Tim utility, which creates a control file from the Mentor V7

sheets of the core. The control file contains a description of the in- and outputs of the core of

the IC. Furthermore it contains certain directives as to how the boundary scan circuit must be

12 © Philips Electronics N.V.
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constructed. An example control file is included in appendix A on page 63. The control file
must contain the following keywords:

• DESIGN DESCRIPTION

• PIN DESCRIPTION

These keywords mark the beginning of the design and pin section respectively.

The design description section consists of a number of keywords followed by a colon and

subsequently the item value. The allowed keywords are:

o AUTHOR

This string will be used as the author name in the sheet labels on the Mentor Graphics
schematics

o DATE

String which will be used as creation date in the sheet label on the Mentor Graphics
schematics.

o DESIGN NAME

The name of the design including boundary scan.

o CORE NAME

The name of the core, Le. the functional part of the design excluding the boundary scan
circuit and peripheral buffers.

o 12NC NR

12NC code number which will be used in schematic label.

o TECHNOLOGY

IC technology which is being used. This string is used for selecting the right tee-files.

Besides the "bsttec" file there is a "buffer.tec" and "misc.tec" file. These files contain

descriptions of the available buffers respectively miscellaneous components for a tech
nology.

o LIBRARY

This string is appended to 'bstlib' to obtain the name of the wanted boundary scan test
library version.

o VERSION CODE

The version code string specifies the 4 left most bits, bit 31 down to 28, of the device
identification register which is 32 bits long.

o PART NR CODE

The part number code specifies bit 27 down to 12 of the device identification.

© Philips Electronics N. V. 13
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o MANUFACTURER ID

A TimNet Software Release Test

The manufacturer identity code specifies bit 11 down to 1. (bit 0 of the device identity

register must always be 'l' as mandated by the standard.

o BIST REG LENGTH

This integer specifies the length of the BIST register. This value is only needed if a

BSDL data sheet is created.

o INSTRUCTION

This string specifies a desired boundary scan instruction. The instruction statement is

repeated for every desired instruction. The complete instruction set can be found in the
appendix B on page 66. The combination of all specified instructions determines which

boundary scan controller will be selected from the boundary scan test library.

Table 2 The boundary scan controllers with the implemented instructions in BST li
brary version 2.

14

aO bO dO iO it jO kO kl 10 mO

extest + + + + + + + + + +

sample + + + + + + + + + +

idcode + + + + + + + + + +

bypass + + + + + + + + + +

stctest + + + + + + + + + +

intest - + + + + + - - - +

macro - - - - + - - - - -

scanm - - + + - + - - + -

clamp - - - + + - + + + +

toggle - - - - - + - - - -

userl - - - - - - - + - -

user2 - - - - - - - + - -

highz - - - - - - - - + +

© Philips Electronics N. V.
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This string determines the system on which the design will be created. The different

output formats with the corresponding target values are listed in table 3.

Table 3 Output targets

TARGET OUTPUT

EDIF general EDIF V2.0.0 netlist

MENTOR scripts to create Mentor schematics

PDF Simon macro for PASIC design flow

PPDS Simon netlist for Philips Personal Design System

VERILOG Verilog netlist for Cadence

VHDL VHDL description

VLSI VLSI EDIF V2.0.0 netlist for VTI V8

o VHDL LIBRARY

Name of the VHDL library containing the VHDL descriptions of the components in the

buffer technology file. This option is only relevant for the VDHL target.

o Cx LOAD PERC

The inverters used in the buffer tree for the internal Cx control signals will be loaded to
at maximum this percentage of their drive capabilities ex' must be 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 9 or
10).

o DATA SHEET

Desired format of data sheet.

o LEVEL SHIFTER

Indication if level shifters are required.

The second sectiOl) of the control file starts with the keyword 'PIN DESCRIPTION'. In this

section each line describes how an IC pin should be connected with the core and the boundary

scan circuit. An example of a pin description line and the corresponding circuit is drawn in
figure 6.

The following items are part of a single pin description:

o PIN NR

The number of the physical pin.

o PIN NAME

Name of the physical pin.

© Philips Electronics N. V. 15
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Core
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Buffer IOFA3

Cell
Ch. pos.
63

Cell
Ch. pos.
64

Control
Cell
65

pin_name F3
pin_nr.53

#Pin Pin Pin Core Core Control Ch. Buffer Load

#Nr Name Type Name in Name outName Pos Perc

#

53 F3 101 F31 63

53 F3 100 F30 CTRLA 64 IOF41 100

CTRL CTRLA - 65 80

Figure 6 An example of a pin description and the corresponding circuit

16

o PIN TYPE

Each pin type has its own properties and restrictions. With this infonnation Tim Net is

capable to select a proper BSC and to make the right connections. TimNet uses this in

fonnation also to perfonn semantic checks.

o CORE NAME IN

The name of an input signal to the core.

o CORE NAME OUT

The name of an output signal of the core.

© Philips Electronics N. V.
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The name of the control signal which enables a tri-stateable output or a bidirectional

signal.

o CHAIN POSITION

The position of the boundary scan cell in the boundary scan register.

o BUFFER

Name of a peripheral buffer.

o LEVEL SHIFTER

Narne of a level shifter.

o PERC LOAD

The inverters used in the buffer tree for this pin will be loaded to at maximum this per

centage of their capabilities.

3.4 Program Flow TimNet

TimNet control flow consists of several stages:

First a check is perfonned to verify whether the program is authorized. Authorization codes

are package, date and node dependent. The authorization codes are located in the file' authco

de.tim' .

After the authorization check TimNet will read the control file, the technology files and if

necessary the BSDL standard package.

The control file contains a description of the external interface of the boundary scan IC de

sign and some further directives as to how the boundary scan circuit must be build. The for

mat of the control file will be treated in the next paragraph.

The technology files contain descriptions of the components which can be used by TimNet.

They also contain a pathname for every component to indicate where the component can be

found. For each technology which is available for use by TimNet there are three so called

'tec'-files: bstlibX.tec, buffer.tec and misc.tec. The bstlibX.tec file is a description of all the

possible components of the boundary scan library. The' X' indicates the library version. The

buffer.tec and the misc. tee files are desciptions of the available buffers and miscellaneous

components for a IC technology.

The BSDL standard package is necessary for creating a BSDL data sheet. This data sheet de

scribes the relevant boundary scan aspects of the IC and can be used, for example, as input

for TimPat to generate boundary scan test patterns. The BSDL standard package will only be

read if BSDL has been specified as the desired data sheet fannat in the control file.

© Philips Electronics N. V. 17
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After reading the above mentioned files TimNet will perform a number of semantic check on

the control file. First a global semantic check is performed. A 'target' check is next per

formed. This check is dependent of the specified target in the control file. The final control

file check involves certain checks which are depended of the desired data sheet format. The

precise description of all the possible checks can be found in the TimNet User's Manual.

After the control file checks TimNet will take care of the internal buffering of both the TCK
clock, BST internal control signals and the peripheral buffer control signals. The buffering is

done by creating a tree structure of inverters. TimNet will also check if the peripheral buffers

can drive the boundary scan cells and vice versa. The fanin and fanout of the connections be

tween the boundary scan cells and the core can not be checked by TimNet because TimNet

does not know the drive/load of the core.

Finally TimNet will produce the desired output files.

So, the TimNet program flow is as follows:

1. check authorization

2. read Control file

3. read technology files

4. read BSDL standard package

5. execute semantic checks

6. execute target check

7. execute data sheet check

8. design internal buffering

9. generation of output files

At this stage, the basics of BST and TimNet are known, but how about software testing?
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4 Software Testing
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This chapter is an introduction to software testing. The knowledge gained in this chapter will

be used in the next chapter to design a flexible release test for TimNet. After a introduction to

software testing the attention is focused on test data selection and test criteria.

4.1 Introduction

In the context of this report, during the development of a software program, one process is

relevant: verification of the program. This process tries to give an answer on the question:
"Does the program what it is supposed to do?" or with other words "is the program correct?".

To answer this question a program description or specification is needed because this docu
ment defines what is correct and what is incorrect. Verification is done by comparing the pro

gram (P) with its specification (F).

Der.1.1: P is correct if and only if P and F are consistent

Der. 1.2: P and F are consistent if and only if
(l)/=D

(2) for all i E I, d E D:

if d =i ~ PO) =F(d)

where 1 denotes the input domain of the program,

and D the domain of the specified function.

The input domain of the program must equal the domain of the specification because:

• If1~ D and a E (I - D) then F(a) is not defined.

• If 1 C D then the implementation is incomplete.

There are two ways of verifying software: static and dynamic. Static verification means veri

fication of the program code without executing it. This examination can be done be code re
view or by mathematical correctness proofs based on both the program specifications and the

implemented code. Dynamic verification or testing is done by executing the system with in
put data and then its behaviour is compared with the requirements. Since in general the pro

gram cannot be executed with all possible input data, one must select a suitable subset of the
input set. So program testing is based on the principle of the sampling test.

For testing with a subset of the input set, definition 1.2 must be modified.

Der.2.1: TS is a sample or test data set of program P,

if TS ~ 1

where 1 denotes the input domain of P.
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Def. 3: Let TS be the sample of P.

P and F are consistent (in the sense of testing) if and only if

(1) 1= D

(2) for all t E TS holds pet) =F(t)

It is assumed that if the program produces correct results for the sample, it will do this also

for all other input data. This shows the weak point of testing: the reliability of the statement

on the correctness of the program depends on the adequacy of the selected test data set. The

next paragraph will deal with the key problem of program testing: the selection of the test

data set.

4.2 Selection of the Test Data Set

As shown in the previous paragraph the chosen test data set determines if a program is con

sistent with its specification. So it is important to choose a proper test data set. A proper test

data set fulfils the desired test adequacy criteria or test criteria. Test criteria are criteria for

the degree to which a program must be tested, to assure an acceptable reliability of the pro

gram, if it passes the test with no detected errors.

Now test criteria are introduced, definition 3 can be modified:

Def. 4: Let TS be the test data set of P

and TC a test criterion.

P and F are consistent (in the sense of testing) if and only if

(1) 1= D

(2) for all t E TS holds pet) =F(t)

(3) TS fulfils TC

The problem now is to obtain adequate test criteria.

4.3 Test Criteria

Test criteria assure a certain amount of program reliability based on the degree to which the

program is tested. In order to quantify the degree to which a program is tested or should be

tested, a graph representing the control flow of the program is used.

Def.5: A control flow graph is a finite, connected and directed graph G = (N, E, ns' nf)

where N is a finite set of nodes, E eN X N a finite set of edges, ns E N the start

and nf E N the final node.

A node in such a graph represents a statement or a block, i.e. a sequence of statements having

the property that each statement in the sequence is executed whenever the first statement is
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executed. An edge (ni' nj) represents a possible flow of control between two statements or

blocks, i.e. the statement or block represented by ni is executed before that represented by nj'

Def.6.1: A node sequence is a set of successive nodes: (n], ... , nk)' where nj and nj+l are

connected by an edge (ni' ni+]) E E, with 1~ i~ k - 1,

Def. 6.2: A complete path is a sequence of nodes whose first node is the start node and

whose last node is the final node.

Def.6.3: A path is a finite node sequence

Def. 6.4: A loop is a path whose first and last node are identical.

The following classes of test criteria can be distinguished:

1. Object oriented criteria:

This criteria consider individual statements and individual data items without looking at

their context. An example is statement testing. Now the test criterion describes a mini

mal statement coverage, i.e. the ratio between the executed statements by the test set and

the available statements in the program.

2. Flow oriented criteria:

This criteria consider sequences of statements or data usages. A criterion of this class is

called branch testing and requires that each edge of the graph is executed. As a measure

the ratio between executed branches and available branches is computed.

An other criterion of this class is called path testing. This require that each path through

the program is executed at least once. In general a complete path coverage cannot be

achieved because there are too many paths. It is a strong criterion since it requires not

only all statements and branches to be executed, but also all possible branch combina

tions.

3. State oriented criteria:

State oriented criteria consider program states. A program state is determined by the set

of variables values at a specific point during execution. Variables used in decisions,

which influence the selected path, can be distinguished form variables used in computa
tions.

Predicate value oriented criteria requires the execution of all permutations of the values

of the individual conditions in a decision.

Computation value oriented criteria requires multiple executions of the statements and

each expression in a statement must assume for example at least two different values.

Complete testing can be expressed in terms of flow and state oriented criteria:

Def.7.1: TS fulfils the Complete Test Criteria if and only if:
(1) EP = AP
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(2) for each path Pi E EP: ESPi = ASPi

where EP denotes the set of Executed Paths by TS,
AP the set of All possible complete Paths of the programs control flow graph,

ESPi the set of Executed States for path Pi by TS and
ASPi the set of All possible States for path Pi.

Def.7.2: P and F are consistent if and only if
(1) for all t E TS holds pet) = F(t)

(2) TS fulfils CTC

where CTC stands for Complete Test Criteria.

The problem with complete testing is, that this will lead to a test data set which is too large.
To solve this problem, a selection of all the possible test data must be made.

4.4 The Practice of Test Data Selection

The process of test data selection can be divided in the following phases:

1. program graph construction

2. selection of the paths to test

3. selection of the states of each test path

In the next paragraphs each phase will be explained.

4.4.1 Program Graph Construction

As described, the test data set will be designed, based on the control flow graph of the pro

gram. A control flow graph can be constructed from the program code. This is called white

box, open box or structural testing. The graph can also be constructed from the program spec
ifications. This is called black box, closed box or functional testing. For large programs nor
mally black box testing is used. The specification is easier to understand then the program
code. Once a program graph is constructed from the program code or program specifications,
test path selection must take place.

4.4.2 Selection of the test paths

Each node in the graph represents a statement or sequence of statements. In other words: each
node represents a functionality of the program. Test path selection has the objective to select
paths (actually "complete paths"), which include as many as possible different nodes and as
many as possible different node sequences under given restrictions on test time, budget etc.

This means that as many as possible different functionality of the program and program state
transitions are tested.
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The following guidelines can be useful during test path selection:
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• Select the most frequently used paths in the program graph, these path will certainly be
used and must be error free.

• Select path which represents old functionality, this is called regression testing.

• Loops must be executed null one and two times. If this is done the loop start and stop con
ditions are tested and the loop in the program flow can be replaced by a single node. This

will reduce the number off possible paths.

After the test path selection the program state(s) for each path must be selected, i.e. deter

mine the input parameters values which will result in the selected path.

4.4.3 Test Path State Selection

To execute a desired path, a sequence of data manipulations and decisions must be taken in
the program graph. A node is nothing else then a statement or a block of statements closed by
a condition. This condition can only assume the value true (T) or false (F). The selected pro
gram states must test:

1. the definitions of the encountered conditions

2. the correctness of possible data manipulations.

Testing Decision Definitions

To test the definition of a decision, a combination of equivalence partitioning and boundary

value analysis is used. A decision contain at least one condition. In this report with equiva
lence partitioning is meant, the partitioning of the test data parameters domain into equiva

lence classes.

Def.8: ECp,c is an equivalence class of the domain of parameter p, valid for condition
c(p), if and only if:

(1) ECp,c c D

(2) if v E ECp,c and c(v) =d then "II v E ECp,c: c(v) =d

where d E {T,F}

Each condition can assume only two values, T and F, so the two parameters of a single condi
tion have both two equivalence classes. This is illustrated in figure 7. In order to detect if the
boundary of the equivalence classes (ECs) are correct defined, boundary value analysis is
used. Instead of testing the condition with arbitrary values out the ECs, values which are
found on the boundary of the ECs are used. The value of the decision in figure 7 is based on
the condition "A > B". Boundary value analysis is based on the assumption that the errors
made in the decision definition occur on the boundary of the condition(s). To test the decision
given in figure 7, two boundary situation are interesting:
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(A,B)

A>B

T
A>B

condition CI

F

A<=B

Figure 7

1. A = B

A decision with a single condition

2. A> B, choose A = B+I

If the correct condition was "A>=B" then this fault will probable be detected because in the

situation "A = B" a wrong path selection is made. The fault will only be detected if the wrong

path selection results in an erroneous output.

Testing Data Manipulation

Besides decision definition checking, an other objective of program state selection is to focus

on data manipulation, made in a path. Two criteria for selection test data, to verify data ma

nipulation are:

1. select test data which distinguish each expression from any of its (shorter) subexpres

sions, i.e. that the test data set should contain data such that each subexpression influ

ence the value of the entire expression.

Example: The expression "x.(x-I)" consists of the two subexpressions "x" and

"x-I".Test data containing the value "0" or "1" for x would always lead to the value "0"

for the expression. Test data such as "x = 3", however, would satisfy the criterion be

cause, in this cause, both subexpressions influences the value of the entire expression.

2. select a test data set that causes each (sub) expression to assume at least two different

values.

Software testing has been, until now, rather abstract. This will chance in the next chapter

where the theory of software testing is used to developed a flexible software release test.
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5 A Flexible and Automatic Release Test
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In the previous three chapters, general aspect of Boundary Scan Test, TimNet and software
testing were discussed. The knowledge of these three chapters is bundled and used in this
chapter to design and implement a flexible and automated Tim Net release test.

5.1 Design Requirements

In order to make a flexible and automated TimNet release test, design requirements must be
defined. These requirements must describe what is meant with flexible and automated. The
design requirements for the TimNet release test can be defined as follows:

• Automatic generation of the test data files.

• Automatic executing of the test data files.

• Automatic verification of the output files of the program under test.

• Automatic generation of a Test Report.

• Flexibility in generating a single test data file:

o possibility to exclude, no longer valid, parameters in each test data file

o possibility to include new parameters in each test data file

o changing parameter values

• Flexibility in defining a test set: possibility to include and exclude subtests.

• Flexibility in executing a test: besides the execution of the complete release test, the pos
sibility of execution subtests must also be present.

• The release test execution time may not exceed a weekend so that a release test can take
place during the weekend.

With these requirements in mind a TimNet release test is developed. This release test with all
the supporting programs and tools, is denoted from now on with "TimNet Release Test"
(TRT). The following paragraph will outline an overall picture of the TRT.

5.2 Basics of the developed TimNet Release Test

The developed release test consists of three main parts:

1. A Test Strategy file defined by the user of the TRT, i.e. the tester of TimNet

2. The Test Controller

3. Verifier for the TimNet output
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The Test Strategy (TS) file describes the complete release test. The test structure (Le. the hi
erarchical constructed release test), the equivalence partitioning of the input parameters, and

some directives, how to complete possible incomplete testvectors, can be found in the TS file.
Test vectors are the elements of a test of the lowest level. Each test vector describes a test

data file, by denoting the required parameter values for the test situation.

The Test Controller (TC) compiles the TS file and generates the desired test data files. In
voked with the correct arguments, the TC will also execute the generated test data files and

verify the corresponding output files of the Program Under Test (PUT). This execution and
verification is done by invoking a program called Verifier.

TS

TC , J /

)Y/

I TEST DATA GENERATOR
I ""- ~ test data
I .... \..

«UTOU/Put )y--, ,
I TEST DATA EXECUTER I ' r i l

I PUT I

, r ~ l
~ f

I VERIFIER I
I

" (t;:'datu repor;;)
I TEST REPORT WRITER I

,r

( test report ) Control Flow.

DataFlow ~

Figure 8

26

Overview of the release test, controlled by the TC
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That part of the Verifier responsible for verification of the PUT output is also called "oracle".

As shown in figure 8, two types of report files will be created: one report file for each test

data file and one report file for the complete release test. For sake of simplicity, the start and

end state of the release test is not drawn in figure 8.

5.3 The Test Strategy File

The TS file is used for knowledge transfer from the tester to the TC. The TS file can be divid

ed in three parts:

1. Equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis of the input parameters domain

2. Definition of restrictions between parameter value combinations

3. Definition of the test structure

In the TS file, keywords all start with the character "$". The complete syntax description of
the TS file can be found in the appendix C.

An example of the first part of the TS file, the domain equivalence partitioning of an input pa

rameter is given in listing I.

Listing 1 A equivalence partitioning of a single input parameter domain

$PARAMETER li brary

$EQ_CLASS lib}

$BEGIN
LIBRARY: }

$END

$EQ_CLASS Iib2
$BEGIN

LIBRARY: 2
$END

$DEFAULT lib2

This listing reflects a domain equivalence partitioning of one input parameter. The domain
equivalence partitioning must be done for all input parameters for a given system.
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The equivalence partitioning of a parameter starts with the keyword "$PARAMETER" fol
lowed by a parameter name. Then the partitioning of the parameters domain is defined. The
domain of parameter "library" is partitioned into two equivalence classes called: "libl" and
"lib2". The value of each equivalence class is captured between the lines starting with the

keyword "BEGIN" and the keyword "END". The name of the equivalence class is the string
right after the keyword "EQ_CLASS". SO, for example, "Iibl" is the name for the string "LI
BRARY: 1". A parameter value is, in this context, nothing else than a literal piece of text of a
test data file. The domain equivalence partitioning for each parameter is closed with a default
parameter value setting. The default parameter values will be chosen by the TC if it must

complete an incomplete test data vector. The complete test vector will be checked on conflict
ing situations, as described in the second part of the TS file: the definition of the forbidden
parameter combinations.

Listing 2 gives an example of forbidden or no-useful parameter value combinations in a test

vector. A test vector is defined by the tester. It describes on a higher level a test data file. A
test vector may leave some parameters unassigned. The TC must then complete the test vec
tor by choosing the missing parameter values. In order to prevent unusable parameter value
combinations, the tester has the possibility to define these combinations. In that case, the TC
will choose other combinations if possible.

Listing 2 Defining a forbidden parameter value combinations

technology dmecc:
instructionset kO 110 I mO;

pin_description lengtl50:
instructionset aO;

For each parameter value, forbidden combinations can be defined. In listing 2, forbidden
combinations with parameter values "technology = dmecc" and "pin_discription =

length 150" are listed. This listing says that the parameter value "technology = dmecc" may
not be combined with parameter values "instructionset = kO", "instructionset = 10" or "in

structionset = mO". And "pin_descriptionset = aO" may not be combined with "instructionset
=aO". To define the combinations it is allowed to make use of the operator AND ("&") and
the operator OR ("I").
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The last part of the TS file, is the part where the test structure is defined. In listing 3, a possi
ble test structure definition is show. Studying this listing, it becomes clear how hierarchical

Listing 3 An example of a possible test structure definition

$TEST_BEGIN designs

$SUBTEST Controller

$SUBTEST Idregister
$TEST_END

$TEST_BEGIN Controller

$VERIFIER verify_controller

$REQUIRED technology c3dm
$FORMAT instruction_set pin_description
$TV aO aO_core_in

$TV dO dO_inscan
$TEST_END

test structures can be defined.

A so called test block (see appendix C on page 68) in the TS file, starts with the keyword

"$TEST_BEGIN" and ends with "$TEST_END". In this block are a set of subtest or test vec
tors defined. The line with "$FORMAT" defines the format of the following testvectors: it is

a sequence of parameter names. After the line starting with "$FORMAT" one or more lines

starts with "$TV". Each "$TV" line is a sequence of parameter values. The values belong to

the corresponding parameters in the H$FORMAT" line. A "$TV" line describes a test data

file. As mentioned before it is not necessary to assign all parameters a value. The TC will as

sign a proper value to the free parameters at the time that a test data file must be created. A

subtest makes it possible to design hierarchical test structures because a subtest is a pointer to
an other test block.

With the keyword "$REQUIRED", it is possible to assign a value to a parameter for all test

vectors which are part of the test. This will also effect the testvectors defined in possible sub
tests.

The line starting with "$VERIFIER" defines which Verifier must be invoked (see paragraph

"The Verifier" on page 34), to verify the output of the PUT after executing the test data.
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5.4 The Test Controller

The TC reads the TS file and builds an internal data structure. With this internal data struc

ture it is possible to generate complete TimNet control files, to execute the PUT, to verify the

corresponding output and to generate a test report (see also figure 8 on page 26).

The implementation of the TC will be discussed in two parts. One part will deal with the in

ternal data structure, and one part will deal with the usage of the internal data structure.

5.4.1 The Internal Data Structure

After reading the TS file, the information is stored in an internal data structure. The internal

data structure is based on dynamic build, linked lists. There are two linked lists used: one to

store the parameter information and one for storage of the test structure.

Storage of the Parameter Information

The parameter information is stored in a linked list of structures of the type "PARAM_S".

The complete list is show in figure 9.

name EC_S

ec_name_ptr - name EC_VALUE_S
p

ec_default value_ptr - value

nexcptr fc_ptr next..vtr

nexCptr

FC_S

param_name_fcp

ec_namejc

nexcand_ptr

nexcor_ptr

Figure 9 The complete linked list for storage parameter information

In this report "nexcptr", "nexcand_ptr" and "next_ocptr" are pointers to a structure of the

same type as the structure where the pointer part of is.
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Storage of the Test Structure Information

The parameter information is stored in a linked list of structures of the type "TEST_S". The

list is show in figure 10. The list is not totally complete: the path of the "tc_ptr" is not drawn.

S

... name..
nexcptr

TEST_S NEW_DEFAULT-

name ~ param_name

verifier ec_name

subtescptr nexcptr

new_defaulCptr

formaCptr
FORMAT_S

~ param_nametv_ptr

tcptr nexCptr

nexCptr
TV_S

~ ec_name-
nexcptr

Figure 10 The linked list for storage test structure information

This path is not used for storage TS file information, but is used in the process of generating

complete test data files. This is part of the next paragraph: "Usage of the Internal Data Struc
ture" .

5.4.2 Usage of the Internal Data Structure

The internal data structure is used for:

1. generating the test set

2. executing the test set

3. invoking a proper verifier

In order to generate the test set for a test, all the test vectors belonging to that test must be de

termined. Because of the possible hierarchical nature of the test structure, it is not as easy as
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it seems. The test structure. defined in the TS file, can be translated in a directed graph. The

nodes of the graph are tests. An edge (nj, nj) means that nj is a sub test of nj. In case of a ele

mentary test, Le. a test with no subtest, the test set is determined by the test vectors belonging

to the test. But if the test contain subtests, the test set is the sum of the test sets of the sub

tests. This situation is illustrated in figure 11 and in figure 12. The horizontal lines symbolis-

Test

Subtest3

Figure II

\ Linked Test Set
~'---

The test sets of the su btests

Test

\.. Linked Test Set \ Linked Test Set

~~--

Subtestl

/
(
\ Linked Test Set

Subtest3

Linked Test Set Linked Test Set

~ r---""'----
/1--------

Figure 12 The test set of the main test

es linked testvectors. In figure 11 and 12, the subtests are elementary tests. A elementary test,

is a test which do not contain subtests. If the subtests contain also subtests, then the test set of

the subtest must be determined first. This can be done by recursion. And that is how it is im

plemented in the TC.

Now the question arises: how can a test set of a elementary test be generated. With test set is

meant a set of complete test vectors where each test vector has specified a verifier. A com

plete test vector is a list of all parameters with each parameter having a specified value. To

make a complete test vectors, the TC creates first a complete test vector with the default pa

rameter values. It will use the structure "c_tv_s", see figure 13. The fields "c_tv_s->required"
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and "c_tv_s->selected will be set on "FALSE". Next, the information of the test vector,

stored in the list pointed by "tesCs->tv_ptr", will be copied in the default, complete test vec

tor. The fields "c_tv_s->required" will be set on "TRUE" if a parameter value is copied from

the test vector. The complete test vector will be stored in the list pointed by the pointer

"tescs->tc_ptr". The letters "tc" is a abbreviation for test case. The pointer points not only to

test data but also to information about how the output resulting from the test data should be

verified. So it points to a list of test cases. See also figure 13. In this figure ''C_TV" stands for

name C_TV_S

verifier C_TV_START_S ~ pararn_name

subtesCptr verifier ec_name~

new_default_ptr c_tv_ptr required

formaCptr nexcptr selected

tv_ptr nexcptr

tc_ptr

nexcptr

Figure 13 Storage of completed test vectors

complete test vector.

The other problem which has been skipped, is how test sets of subtests can be linked to form

a new test set. Before the linking the main test must be checked to see if a verifier is defined

and if special parameter values are required for the test. If a verifier is specified then the field

"verifier" of the structure "C_TV_START_S" must be updated for all the test cases pointed

by tescs->tc_ptr of the subtests. So a verifier defined by the subtest overrules earlier defined

verifiers. If the main test specifies required parameter values all the complete test vectors of

the subtests must be updated. And the fields "c_tv_s->required" must be set on "TRUE". The

fields "c_tv_s->required" and "c_tv_s->selected" are part of the structure "c_tv_s" because if

a conflict occur during the linking it is only possible to solve this conflict if information is

available which are the free parameters. The problem of solving a conflict will be treated fur
ther on.

In these stage, the test set of a test can be generated. The test data files can be derived from

the "tc_ptr" list. Before generating the actual test data files the test case list must be checked

on conflicting parameter value combinations. To detect a conflicting parameter combination

the forbidden combination list for each parameter value in the complete test vectors is com

pared with the parameter values of the complete test vector. The pointer "param_s->fc_ptr"

points to the forbidden combination list for a parameter value, see figure 9.
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If a conflicting situation is detected the TC will try to solve this conflict. First it will make a

"complete and possible test vector" (c_pos_tv) of the conflicting complete test vector. With

"complete and possible test vector" is meant a list of all parameters with all parameter values
except for the required parameters. These required parameters have only one parameter value

as described earlier in a test vector. If a conflict free exist for the complete testvector it can be

found with these complete and possible testvector. The TC select the first free parameter, Le.
"ctv_s->required" and "c_tv_s->selected" are "FALSE", of the c_pos_tv. The first c_tv_s

structure of that parameter will be updated: c_tv_s->selected will be set to "TRUE' and the
"next_ptr" will be redirected to the first c_tv_s of the next parameter. This "new" c_pos_tv is

checked on conflicts. But this check only includes conflict with required or selected parame

ter values. If no conflict can be detected the process repeats it selves until there are no free

parameters left. What happens if a conflict occur? The last chosen value for a free parameter

has resulted in a conflict so this value can be removed from the c_pos_tv. An other value for
the free parameter must be chosen if there is still one left. If this is not the case then the con

flict can not be solved for this c_pos_tv.

To write the test data files the names of the parameter values must be changed by the actual
values. These values can be found by use of the pointer "param_s->ec_name_ptr->value_p

tr". The name of the test data file equals the test name with the extension "*.trt". The "*,,

symbolises a number which represent the place of the complete test vector in the test set list.

After all the test data files are written the actual test can begin. The specified verifier for the

test will be invoked with the necessary arguments. One of these arguments is always the
name of the test data file. The verifier must return the boolean "success". If succes =
"FALSE" an error was detected during the verification process. If succes = "TRUE", no er

rors were detected. This information will be used by the TC to generate a test report for the

test.

5.5 The Verifier

The Verifier, the last main part of the TRT, works in conjunction with the TC. The TC does

invoke the Verifier. The Verifier on its turn, invokes the PUT and executes the verification of
the output. In general, for each PUT a new Verifier must be developed. That is the reason why

the TC and the Verifier are separated. In chapter 7, verification paths used by the Verifier for
TimNet will be discussed.
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6 Designing a Test Strategy File for TimNet
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After studying the previous chapters, it is possible to design a TS file for the TimNet Release

Test. This chapter is divided in three paragraphs. In the first paragraph, a TimNet test struc

ture is designed. The second paragraph has the domain equivalence partitioning and boundary

value analysis of the TimNet Control file parameters as subject. The second paragraph tries to

find all the unusable or forbidden parameter value combinations. Finally in the last paragraph

of this chapter the forbidden parameter value combinations are explained.

6.1 Designing a TimNet Test Structure

To design a Tim Net Test Structure the program flow of the program must be examined (see

also paragraph 3.4 on page 17).

With this program flow in mind, a first graph of the test structure can be drawn, see figure 14.

TimNet

Output

Control file Teclmology files

Figure 14 The highest level of the TimNet Test Structure

The primary goal of the TimNet release test is to ensure the correctness of the TimNet output.

For this reason are the authorization, technology files and BSDL package test less important.

So from now on the attention will be focused on the Control file test and especially on the
output test.

The Control file test can be worked out as shown in figure 15. To design the elementary tests,

the TimNet Users Manual [EER93] must be used. The various checks performed by TimNet

are described in chapter 5 "Program Flow" of this manual.

For the TimNet output test, the test structure shown in figure 16 is designed. The test struc

ture for the Netlists test can be found in figure 17. This figure shows also the power of the

Test Controller: only once is the test "designs" written but it can be used many times by the
various higher level tests.
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Control file

Figure 15

Semantic Check

Expanding the Control file test

Data Sheets

Target Check

Figure 16 Test structure for the TimNet output files

The test "Controller", tests all available controllers in combination with all the available pin
types for each controllers.

The test "IdRegister", tests if the ID register is build correctly. If the TimNet user defined less
than 32 Boundary Scan cells, TimNet must add cells in order to build a complete ID register.

If the TimNet user defined more than 32 Boundary Scan cells Timnet must use other types of

Boundary Scan cells for the first 32 cells than for the remaining cells. This all is because the
Boundary Scan Register is also used as ID register (STC).

The test "ChainOrder", tests if the chain order, as described in the Control file, is actually
created.

The test "Levelshifters" tries to determine if the desired levelshifters are correctly imple
mented.

And finally the "BufferTree" test will check if the internal buffering provided by TimNet is

adequate.

The two remaining tests of the test "Output" are "DataSheets" and "RemainingFiles". The
test "RemainingFiles", tests the remaining TimNet output files: Mentor plot file, new TimNet

Control file, error file and the statistical information file. The test "DataSheets" is shown in
figure 18. The test "DesignDescription" tests if the data sheet file is consistent with the corre-
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Figure 17

ChainOrder

IdRegister

Test structure for the various netlist formats

LevelShifters

Figure 18

EBST

DesignDescription

Test structure of the data sheet test

sponding TimNet Control file. In the next chapter it will appear that a correct BSDL output is

crucial for verifying the various netlists. So the test "DesignDescription" is very important.
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As an example, the complete test structure of test "EDIF". see figure 16, can be found in the

appendix D.1 on page 70.

6.2 Domain Equivalence Partitioning of the TimNet Control File
Parameters

In section 3.3 on page 12, the TimNet Control file format is explained. With this format and

supplementary information about the parameter values found in the TimNet Users Manual

[EER93] in mind, the domain equivalence partitioning has resulted in a partitioning which is

partially shown in appendix D.2 on page 71.

Parameter values are nothing else than pieces of the TimNet Control file. The sequence of the

parameter definitions in the TS file, is also the sequence, in which the Test Controller, the pa

rameter values will write to the test data files.

6.3 Defining Forbidden Parameter Value Combinations

Forbidden parameter value combinations occur between technology and the instruction set

parameter because not all instruction sets are available in each technology. Also forbidden

combinations can occur between the pin_description and the instruction_set parameter. A pin

description contain various pin types and all these pin types must be compatible with the cho

sen instruction set.

The complete forbidden parameter value combination is listed in appendix D.3 on page 79.
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7 Verification of the TiroNet Output
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With use of the TS file and the TC, it has become possible to generate test data files, i.e. Tim

Net Control files. After writing these files the TC invokes for each test data file a program

called Verifier. This Verifier will invoke the program under test with the test data file and ver

ify the for the test relevant output files. Each different output format has its own verification

path. In this chapter the various verification paths will be discussed.

7.1 Verification of the checks on the Control file

The test data files of the test "input", will result in a premature abortion of TimNet. So verifi

cation can be done by examining the presence of TimNet output files: only an error file must

be present. If TimNet produces only warnings and no errors, there will be no abortion. In that

case the error file must be manually examined.

7.2 Verification of the TimNet Output Files

The TimNet output files can be grouped into netlists, data sheets and remaining files. Each

group has its own verification path.

The verification of netlists is done by synthesising and simulation the netlist. For simplicity

is the Mentor file considered as a netlist. Force vectors are generated by TimPat. TimPat will

also generate force vectors including the expected responses. These vectors will be used for

comparison with the simulation logfile. The comparison is done by a program called "q2i".

Quicksim is used for the simulation so all the netlist formats except the Verilog output is

translated to a Mentor design. The Verilog netlist is simulated in a Cadence environment. The

verification path for the Mentor simulation is shown in figure 19. Examination of this figure

reveals that this manner of verification is correct if the BSDL output of TimNet is correct and

TimPat generate test vectors which are capable of detecting all design errors possible made

by TimNet. So before this netlist verification is executed the BSDL test must be performed.

The verification of the data sheets and the remaining files must be done manually. Only the

syntax and semantic of the data sheets can be checked. This can be done by the programs

"bsdlebst" and "ebst". Bsdlebst is related with TimPat.
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Figure 19

40

Verification of netlists by simulating in Quicksim
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8 Usage of the TimNet Release Test
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This chapter is intended for the user of the· TimNet Release Test. Readers, who are only inter

ested in the main structures of the project can skip this chapter.

8.1 Installation

8.1.1 Files

The following files must be present in the test directory:

I. tc: the Test Controller

2. pdg: the Pin Description Generator

3. verify_tnt: the TimNet Output Verifier

4. ppds2pdf: ppds to pdf converter used by verify_tnt

5. pdf2edif: script for pdf to edif conversion used by verify_tnt

6. vhdl2edif: script for vhdl to edif conversion used by verify_tnt

7. edif2men: script for synthesising edif netlist in Mentor designs used by veri

fy_tnt

8. vhdl2men: script for vhdl to mentor conversion used by verify_tnt

9. verify_mentor: script for simulation and verifying a Mentor design

IO.tn: script for invoking TimNet with proper parameters used by verify-tnt

ll.tp: script for invoking TimPat with proper parameters used by verify_tnt

8.1.2 Test Environment

The environment parameters must be set is such manner that all the programs which are being

used by the Verifier can be executed:

1. TimNet: Le. the Program Under Test

2. TimPat: used by verify_tnt for generating force vectors

3. edifsyn: used by pdf2edif, edif2men and vhdl2men

4. oma: used by edif2men, vhdl2edif and vhdl2men

5. oma2edif: used by vhdl2edif

6. oma2men: used by edif2men and vhdl2men

7. neted: used by oma2men
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8. expand_cmos: used by verify_mentor

9. widgets: used by verify_mentor

1O.quicksim: used by verify_mentor

ll.q2i: used by verify_mentor

12.bsdlebst: used by verify-bsdl

13.ebst: used by verify_ebst

8.2 The Test Controller

8.2.1 Invocation of the Test Controller

The invocation format of the TC is as follows:

tc <ts file name> <test_name> [-{dw} 1

The meaning of the options are:

-w: only write test data files, do not invoke the Verifier

-d: delete all generated files after each successful test run

8.2.2 Format of the Test Strategy File

The format of the TS file can be found in the appendix C on page 68. Parts of a TS file can be

found in the appendix D on page 70.

8.2.3 The Test Controller Output

The Test Controller output are the test data files and a file containing information about the

executed test runs. The test data/des all have the extension ".tnt". The test resultfiles has the

name of the test with the extension ".trt".

8.3 The Verifier

8.3.1 Invocation of the Verifier

The invocation format of the verifier "verification" is as follows:

Verification path name must be "mentor", "edif', "pdf', "ppds", "bsdl", "ebst or "vhdl".
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8.3.2 The Verifier Output
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The program verify_tnt, will produce for each test run, a test run result file named:
"<testname>_<nr>.error". Warnings and errors encountered during verification of the test

data file are stored in this file. Verify_tnt will also produce a file
"<testname>_ser_output.trt". This file contains all the text which was send to the screen
during verification by the various sub verification programs. This file can be helpful for de
bugging purposes.

8.4 The Pin Description Generator

The Pin Description Generator (PDG) is a program which generates pin descriptions for
TimNet control files. PDG needs an input file. This input file is a list of pin types which must

be used in the boundary scan register.

8.4.1 Invocation of the Pin Description Generator

The Pin Description Generator must be invoked as follows:

8.4.2 Format of the Pin Description Generator input file

The format of the Pin Description input file is shown in a syntax diagram:

Input File Pin Description Generator

"max_core_out"---..... <I1umber_oCcore_outputs

c
c

<bs_registeclength> ~

.. <numbecoCcore_inputs> J

'---:--.,.-_.. "#" ---.. comment

]---;---------t..~

With the parameter "<bs_register_length>" the desired number of boundary scan cells can
be specified. The number of core inputs and outputs must be specified, because then the PDG
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can add NBSI and NBSO pins in the pin description for core "pins" which are not used with
the boundary scan test.

Pin_type is the macro name of a boundary scan pin configuration. Pin_type must have one of

the following values:

TDCNO_CORE_IN,
TDI_CORE_IN,

TDO,

TMS,
TRST,

TCK_NO_CORE_IN,
TCK_CORE_IN,

NC,

POWER,

GROUND,

NBSI,

NBSO,
IN,

OUT,

OUOC_TRI,

OUTOC_OPEN,

OUTOCHZ_TRI,

OUTOCHZ_OPEN,
OUTZ_CTRL,

OUTZ_CTRLHZ,
IO_CTRL,

IOCAND_IOO_CTRLHZ,
IOOC_TRI,

IOOC_OPEN,

IOCAND_IOOC_TRI,

IOCAND_IOOC_OPEN,
OIN,

OIO_CTRL,
OIO_CTRLHZ,

OIOCAND_IOO_CTRL,

OIOCAND_IOO_CTRLHZ,
mooc,
CTRL,

CTRLHZ,

CTRLIN,

CTRLINHZ,

CORI,

CORO,

BISTC5_AND_BISTC6_AND_BISTTDO,
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INTR,

SCAN,

INSCAN,

TOG,

USR1_AND_USR2.

8.4.3 The Pin Description Generator output file

February 1994

The output file of the Pin Description Generator is the second part of a TimNet control file:

the pin description of a boundary scan circuit. For each pin type defined in the input file a
"stand alone" configuration with that pin is described. The purpose of the Pin Description

Generator is to generate automatically a pin description for a TimNet control file. This output
file can be used as an equivalence class value in a Test Strategy file.
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9 Maintenance of the TimNet Release Test
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This chapter is intended for the reader who is responsible for the maintenance of the TimNet
Release Test. Other readers can skip this chapter.

9.1 Maintenance of the Test Strategy File

The Test Strategy file must be updated in case new functionality is added to TimNet. This
means that new parameters, forbidden combinations and test must be defined. If a user of
TimNet discovers an error the Test Strategy file must also be updated to increase the fault
coverage.

9.2 Maintenance of the Pin Description Generator

The source code of the Pin Description Generator must be edited if new pin types are intro
duced. For each pin type a function with 10 lines is written so adding a new pin type is not a
major job. A makefile is available.

9.3 Maintenance of the Test Controller

The Test Controller is totally independent of changes in TimNet or in the verification paths.

9.4 Maintenance of the Verifier

As expected, the verifier needs to be updated in case, new or improved verification paths are
desired. The Verifier, needs also maintenance if verification paths are out of date. This situa
tion can occur, if programs or tools are no longer supported.
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10 Results

This chapter gives an evaluation of the developed TimNet Release Test.

10.1 Test Data File Generation

February 1994

The TC meets the design requirements as stated in paragraph 5.1 on page 25 concerning test

data generation: automatic generation of the test set but there must be flexibility in defining

single test data files and in generation the complete test set.

The test set is generated automatically by the TC. With the Test Strategy file all the necessary

flexibility is available. Parameters, parameter values, forbidden parameter value combina

tions and tests can be added, removed or updated. Due to the allowed hierarchical test struc

ture the test set of each arbitrary subtest can be generated.

The high level hierarchical description of the release test, makes it easy to design a large test

structure while remaining survey over the various test cases.

10.2 Execution of the Test Runs

After the test set is generated each test data file is passed to a program called Verifier. The

verifier must execute the program under test and verify the output. By using a separate pro

gram for executing and verifying the test data files, the TC has become a universal testing

tool. The TC is available on Apollo, HP and Sun environment.

10.3 Verification of the TimNet Output

One of the major problem with software testing is the verification of the output. For the

PPDS, PDF, EDIF and Mentor, output verification is done by simulation. The simulation can

only detect design errors if the BSDL output of TimNet is correct. The BSDL output is name

ly used for creating simulation force vectors. But during conversion of PPDS, PDF and EDIF

to mentor designs the various conversion tools can detect syntax and semantic faults.

The syntax and semantic of the BSDL and EBST data sheets can be verified by using existing

programs. The correctness of the contents must be checked manually.

Due to the available time for developing the TRT, the VHDL, VLSI and Veri log output verifi

cation paths, are not yet implemented.

10.4 Test Results

The results of a release test are present in a report file <tescname>.trt. For each test run a re

mark is stored in this file indicating if errors or warnings are detected during the test run. Fur-
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ther more, for each test run a separate report file <testname>.error is generated, containing
more specified information about the detected errors or warnings. The screen output during

verification is redirected to the file <testname>s<nr>_sccoutputtrt. This file can be helpful
for location the error or warning.

10.5 Results of the TimNet Release Test

During the development of the TimNet Release Test, several errors were detected in a not yet

released TimNet version. The errors can be found in table 4.

Table 4 Detected errors

Error Symptom Cause
Number

1 Segmentation Special combination of level shifter and buffer
fault

2 Segmentation Apollo environment, no chain numbering specified
fault

3 Dangling input Target edif with pin type "tck_core_in"
pin

4 Dangling input Target edif, HIGHZ controllers with tri-stateable
pin buffer IOFA3 and IOD41

5 Syntax Error Target pds

The TimNet Release Test can raise the quality assurance of TimNet. This has been proven by
the numbers and types, of the detected errors.
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11 Conclusions and Recommendations
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The aim of the project was the design and development of a TimNet release test, to ensure

product quality before an official release. Requirements for the release test are a high degree

of automation and flexibility. The flexibility is needed because the release test must by usea

ble for future TimNet releases. The automation should decrease the testing costs.

The developed Tim Net release test consists of two main parts: the Test Controller (TC) and

the Verifier. The TC reads a Test Strategy (TS) file. The information is used to generate test

data files, Le. Tim Net control files. The test data files are passed to the Verifier by the TC.

The Verifier will take care of executing the Program Under Test (PUT), Le. Tim Net, with the

proper input file as argument. The Verifier will also verify if the output of the PUT is correct.

The TS file makes the release test flexible. This file describes all the low level or elementary

tests and their relations to higher level tests. An elementary test, describes a set of test cases.

A higher level test is a set of other higher level tests or, is a set of elementary tests.

A test case can be described by denoting only the relevant parameter values. The TC will

complete the test case by choosing proper values for the remaining parameter. This is possi

ble because in the TS file, all parameters and all their possible values needed for testing must

be defined. Also, the unusable or forbidden parameter value combinations, can be defined in

the TS file. In this way, it is possible to generate only valid test cases.

The Verifier verifies the output files of TimNet. The TimNet output files can be divided in

netiists and in data sheets.

The implemented Verifier will verify the netIist by synthesising and simulating the netIists.

The various netlist fonnats are converted to Mentor schematics. Simulation is done with

Quicksim. The necessary force vectors are generated by TimPat. TimPat uses the BSDL out

put of the corresponding netlist. The results of the simulation are compared with expected

simulation results, also generated by TimPat.

If a netlist contains design errors, simulation will reveal this, only if the BSDL output, which

is also output of Tim Net. is correct. Because, if the same error is also present in the BSDL

file, there is no discrepancy between the BSDL output and the netlist, and therefore, simula

tion will not detect any errors. But during the various conversion from netIists to mentor de

signs. syntax and semantic errors can be detected.

The Verifier can only perform syntax and semantic checks on the data sheets. So manual in

spection is needed here.

In the future, new functionality can be brought in the TC. Minimisation of the number of test

data files belonging to a TS file is probably the most important one.

The developed TimNet Release Test (TRT) can partially be used for a TimPat release test. All

the synthesised Mentor designs, have a corresponding BSDL file. This BSDL file must be re-
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placed by a "corrupt" BSDL file, so a discrepancy between the design and BSDL file is creat

ed. Simulation of the mentor design with force vectors generated by TimPat which has used a

corrupted BSDL file, must detect the discrepancy. If this not the case, a possible fault of Tim

Pat is detected.

All together, the objective of the project is realized. The TRT is highly automated and flexi

ble. The product quality can be raised with the TRT. This is proven by the number and types
of the detected errors, found during a release test.
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Acronyms
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ASIC

BIST

BST

BSC

BSDL

CTC

EDIF
IC

IEEE

IR

PCB

PDG

PUT

STC

TAP

TC

TCK

TDI

TDO
TDR

TIM
TMS

TRST

TRT

'!5
TS

VHDL

VLSI

Application Specific Integrated Circuit
Build-In Self Test

Boundary Scan Test
Boundary Scan Cell

Boundary Scan Description Language
Complete Test Criteria

Electronic Design Interface Format

Integrated Circuit

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Instruction Register

Printed Circuit Board

Pin Description Generator

Program Under Test
Single Transport Chain

Test Access Port

Test Controller

Test Clock

Test Data Input

Test Data Output
Test Data Registers

Testability Improver

Test Mode Select

Test Reset
TimNet Release Test

Test data Set

Test Strategy

VHSIC Hardware Description Language

Very Large Scale Integration
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Glossary

ASIC:
A chip designed specifically for a particular application.

February 1994

Built-In Self Test:
A testing technique in which a portion of a design is used to apply, and perhaps evalu

ate, a set of test patterns to other portions of the design.

Boundary scan cell:
Piece of circuitry which is placed in between the in- or output pin of an IC and the in
ternal logic. The boundary scan cells are connected to form a boundary scan chain

which allows the observation and control of the component pins.

Boundary scan register:

A shift-register formed by interconnected BSCs.

Boundary scan test:
A structural board test technique in which a serial scan path along all component in

and output pins is used.

Branch coverage:

Achieved when test set is sufficient to ensure that each branch or decision in a program
is executed both true and false at least once. Usually this includes statement coverage.

Bridging fault:

An unintentional connection between two nodes.

Bypass register:

A register inside a boundary scan IC which is an alternative short cut with respect to
the chain of boundary scan cells.

Condition coverage:

Achieved when test set is sufficient to ensure that each condition is a decision takes on
the value of true and false at least once during execution.

Debugging:

The process of locating and correcting errors that were revealed by testing or the.

Decision-condition coverage:

Achieved when test set is sufficient to ensure that each condition in a decision and the
decision itself take on the values of true and false at least once during execution.

Decision coverage:
See branch coverage.
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Design verification:

A process which verifies that a design does conform to the functional specification and

does not violate certain design rules.

EDIF:

A standard providing a defined interchange format for all aspects of IC and PCB de
sign.

Error:

An incorrect program output, resulting from a fault.

Fault:

An incorrect program component, while an error is an incorrect output resulting from a
fault.

ID register:

Register containing a device unique identity code which can be used by BST to test for

assembly faults.

Instruction register:

Internal register used for the control of the boundary scan circuit.

Maintenance:

Modification of software after initial delivery. Modifications may be needed to fix la
tent errors, to respond to changing user requirements, to compensate for deficiencies in

other parts of the system, or for other project specific reasons.

Multiple condition coverage:

Achieved when test set is sufficient to ensure that all possible combinations of condi
tions outcomes in each decision, and all points of entry, are invoked at least once.

Netlist:
Definition of the circuit structure in terms of components and their connections.

Oracle:

An external source of information capable of determining whether or not a program has

executed correctly for a given test case

Path coverage:

Achieved when test set is sufficient to ensure that each path in a program is traversed at
least once during execution. This is usually considered an intractable problem since the

number of paths is a program may grow exponential as a result of loops.

Production verification:

A process which verifies that a chip or PCB behaves conform to the functional specifi
cation.
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Regression testing:
A retesting of previously established capabilities, usually performed when a new or
changed function is added to a system to ensure that the in-place capabilities are unaf
fected.

Software reliability:
Usually characterized as mean time between failures in a particular environment over a
speci fied period of time.

Statement coverage:
Achieved when test set is sufficient to ensure that each statement in a program is exer

cised at least once during execution.

TAP Controller:
State machine through which the rest of the boundary scan circuit can be controlled.

Testability:
The ability to generate, evaluate, and apply test patterns to detect a predefined set of
faults in a cost effective manner.

Test case:
A set of input values, expected output values, and observed results for one execution of
a program.

Test criteria:
A quantifiable measure of the degree to which a program has been tested, e.g., (in in
creasing order) statement coverage, branch or decision coverage, condition coverage,

decision-condition coverage, multiple condition coverage, path coverage.

Test data:
Set of input values of a test case.

Test data generation:
The generation of input values for test cases.

Test Data register:
The bypass register, the boundary scan register and the device identification register are
test data registers. The addition of a design specific test data register is permissible and
is accomplished by adding an instruction code to the achitectures test instruction set.

Testing:

The controlled exercise of the program code using sample input cases with the objec
tive of exposing errors.

Test run:
One execution of the Program Under Test with selected test data.
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Test Set:
A set of test cases, usually designed to meet one or more specific test criteria such as

decision coverage.

VHDL:

A standard format which can be used to model the behaviour of a component.

VLSI:

Digital ICs containing approximately 100,000 transistors.
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DESIGN DESCRIPTION
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###########################################################################

AUTHOR: HandyMan

DATE: 10 october 1993

DESIGN NAME: tc6s3
CORE NAME: democore150

12NC NR: 12nc_code_number

TECHNOLOGY: c3dm
LIBRARY: 2
VERSION CODE: Dl

PART NR CODE: SDEM

MANUFACTURER ID: BOOOOOOI0101

INSTRUCTION: BYPASS

INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST

INSTRUCTION: IDCODE

INSTRUCTION: STCTEST
TARGET: EDIF

VHDL LIBRARY: phil_sysce1l2cv 110
DATASHEET: BSDL

CO LOAD PERC: 100
Cl LOAD PERC: 100

C2 LOAD PERC: 100

C3 LOAD PERC: 100

C4 LOAD PERC: 100

C9 LOAD PERC: 100

PIN DESCRIPTION

###########################################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME IN NAME OUT NAME POS PERC #
###########################################################################

1 PIN I TDI - - - - IUFO I -

2 PIN2 TDO - - - - OPF43 -

3 PIN3 TMS - - - - IUFO I -
4 PIN4 TRST - - - - IUFOI -

5 PIN5 TCK - - - - IPFOI 60

6 - NC - - - - - -

7 PIN7 PWR - - - - - 

8 PIN8 GND - - - - - -
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9 PIN9 NBSI IN1 - - - IPF01 -

10 PIN 10 NBSO - OUT1 - - OPF40

11 PIN11 NBSO - OUT2 - - OPF40

}12 PIN12 NBSI IN2 - - - IPF01 -

13 PIN 13 OUT - OUT3 - 1 OPF40 100

14 PIN 14 NBSI IN3 - - - IPF01 -

15 PIN15 OUTOC - OUT4 - 2 OPFA3 100

16 PIN16 NBSI IN4 - - - IPF01 -

17 PIN 17 OUTOC - OUTS - 3 OPF41 100

18 PIN18 NBSI INS - - - IPF01 -

19 PIN19 OUTZ - OUT6 OUT7 4 OPF43 100

20 PIN20 NBSI IN6 - - - IPF01 -

- - CTRL - 0 UT7 - 5 - 80

21 PIN21 NBSI IN7 - - - IPF01 

22 PIN22 101 IN8 - - 6 - -

23 PIN23 NBSO - OUT8 - - OPF40 -

22 PIN22 100 - OUT9 OUT 10 710041 100

24 PIN24 NBSI IN9 - - - IPF01 -

- - CTRL - OUT 10 - 8 - 80

25 PIN25 NBSI INlO - - - IPF01 

26 PIN26 101 IN 11 - - 9 - -

27 PIN27 NBSO - OUT11 - - OPF40 -

26 PIN26 1000C - OUT12 - 10 10041 100

28 PIN28 NBSI IN12 - - - IPF01 -

29 PIN29 IOI IN13 - - 11 --

30 PIN30 NBSO - OUT13 - - OPF40-

29 PIN29 1000C - OUT14 - 1210145 100

31 PIN31 NBSI IN14 - - - IPF01 -

32 PIN32 OIN IN 15 - - 13 IPF01 100

33 PIN33 NBSO - OUTl5 - - OPF40 -

34 PIN34 010 IN16 OUT17 OUTl8 1410041 100

35 PIN35 NBSO - OUTl6 - - OPF40 -

36 PIN36 NBSI IN17 - - - IPF01 -

- - CTRL - 0 UT 18 - 15 - 80

37 PIN37 NBSI IN18 - - - IPF01 

38 PIN38 OIOI IN19 - - 16 --

39 PIN39 NBSO - OUTl9 - - OPF40 -

38 PIN38 100 - OUT20 OUT21 1710041 100

40 PIN40 NBSI IN20 - - - IPF01 -

- - CTRL - OUT21 - 18 - 80

41 PIN41 NBSI IN21 - - - IPF01 -

42 PIN42 OIOOC IN22 OUT23 - 1910041 100

43 PIN43 NBSO - OUT22 - - OPF40 -

44 PIN44 NBSI IN23 - - - IPF01 -
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- - CTRL - OUT24 - 20 - 80
45 PIN45 NBSI IN24 - - - IPFOI -

48 PIN48 OUTZ - OUT25 OUT24 21 OPF43 100

46 PIN46 NBSI IN25 - - - IPFOI -

49 PIN49 OUTZ - OUT26 OUT24 22 OPF43 100
47 PIN47 NBSI IN26 - - - IPFOI -

50 PIN50 CTRLIN - - - 23 IPFOI 80
53 PIN53 OUTZ - OUT27 PIN50 24 OPF43 100

51 PIN51 NBSI IN27 - - - IPFOI -
54 PIN54 OUTZ - OUT28 PIN50 25 OPF43 100

52 PIN52 NBSI IN28 - - - IPFOI -
- - INTR IN30 OUT29 - 26 - -
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Appendix B The Instruction Set

• BYPASS

This mandatory instruction provides a minimum length serial path (I bit) between TDI and

TDO pins of a component when no test operation of that component is required.

This mandatory instruction can be used to take a sample of the inputs and outputs during

normal operation of the component. It can also be used to load data values into the latched

outputs of the boundary scan shift register.

• EXTEST

This mandatory instruction allows testing of off-chip circuit and board level interconnec
tions.

• INTEST

This optional instruction allows low speed, static testing of the on-chip logic after the chip

is mounted on a PCB.

• IDCODE

This optional instruction will provide information on the components manufacturer, part

number and version number.

• SCANM

This user defined instruction can replace a dedicated test/non test pin for controlling inter

nal scan. The scan flipflops may be connected in multiple scan chains. Input and output of

data takes place over additional parallel inputs and outputs. This instruction can not be

used after the component is mounted on a PCB.

• STCTEST

This user defined instruction is implemented to make the BST infrastructure better testa

ble. The problem is that the Device Identity chain in only 32 cells long. If the design needs

more then 32 cells, the Device Identity parts of the cells above the first 32 are not reacha

ble. The STCTEST instruction shifts out all Device Identity bits.

• CLAMP

This user defined instruction is useful for board testing when not all ICs have BST. This

instruction addresses the bypass register while it is in external test mode.

• TOGGLE

This user defined instruction is required for generating a refresh sequence for a dynamic

memory. This instruction places all BSCs in external test mode, except the ones control-
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ling the refresh pins of the memory, which will generate an alternating signal, changing on

every rising edge of TCK. The selected register is the bypass register.

• HIGHZ

This user defined instruction disables the HIGHZ BSCs outputs when the instruction is

high.

• USER l/USER2

These two user defined instructions give the designer access to a control signal from the

BST circuit which is active high only during the instruction. They both select the bypass

register and place all cells in sample mode.
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Appendix C Syntax of the TS File

The syntax of the format of the TS can be defined through syntax diagrams. Each diagram is

labelled with a name. Underlined strings refer to other diagrams with names equal to the un

derlined strings. Strings between quotes are keywords or key characters.

Test Strategy File

----,r-II~ ParameterBlock 1--.----------,

L....- ~ ForbiddenCombinationB lock

'--r---.-~ TestElock I-----,...--.~

ParameterBlock

--.. "$PARAMETER" --...~ ParameterName

-----------_~
---...~ "$EQ_CLASS" ~ EqClassName

-----_~
------II.~ "$BEGIN"

Line

"$ALENAME" ~ FileName

"$END"

68

4 "$DEFAULT" • EqClassName
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ForbiddenCombinationBlock

- .........~ "$FC_BEGIN"-----------

------I.~ PararneterNarne -----.. EqClassNarne -----.. ";"

PararneterNarne~ EqClassNarne r ";"
1.-- "I"'" -

'---- "&" .......----------

~ N

$

TestBlock

"$TEST BEGIN"• - • est <line
I

.. "$VERIFIER" • VerifierNarne ~ Argument.. +.. I

.. "$REQUIRED" ---.. PararneterNarne ---.. EqClassNarne T...

--
"$FORMAT" PararneterNarne... +.. I

--- "$TV" ~

EqClassNarne..
I~~ +

..
"$SUBTEST" • TestNarne... ..

I
" TEST END" •..
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Appendix D The TimNet Test Strategy File

D.1 The Test Structure of TimNet Release Test

$TEST_BEGIN edif

$VERIFIER verify_tnt -t edif

$NEW_DEFAULT target edif

$SUBTEST designs

$TEST_END

$TEST_BEGIN designs

$SUBTEST controller

$SUBTEST id_register

$SUBTEST chain_order

$SUBTEST level_shifters

$SUBTEST buffectree

$TEST_END

$TEST_BEGIN controller

$FORMAT instruction_set pin_description

$TV aO aO_core_in

$TV aO aO_no core_in

$TV bO bO

$TV dO dO_inscan

$TV dO dO_scan

$TV iO iO_inscan

$TV iO iO_scan

$TV iii l_inscan

$TV il ii_scan

$TV jO jO_inscan

$TV jO jO_scan

$TV kO kO

$TV kl kl

$TV 10 lO_inscan

$TV 10 lO_scan

$TV rnO rnO

$TEST_END

$TEST_BEGIN idregister

$FORMAT pin_description

$TV lengthO

$TV lengthl

$TV length31

$TV length32
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$TV length33

$TV length150

$TEST_END

$TEST_BEGIN chain_order

$FORMAT pin_description
$TV in_first

$TV in_fifth

$TV in_last

$TEST_END

$TEST_BEGIN level_shifters

$FORMAT level_shifter pin_description
$TV yes all_pos_level_shifters

$TV no all_pos_level_shifters
$TEST_END

$TEST_BEGIN buffer_tree

$FORMAT instruction_set pin_description ex_load_perc

$TV sO lengthl cO_L2_3_4_9_FULL

$TV rnO length150 cO_I_2_3_4_9_FULL

$TV mO length 150 cO_I_2_3_4_9_HALF
$TEST_END

February 1994

D.2 The Domain Equivalence Partitioning of the TimNet Control File Param
eters

$PARAMETER keyline I

$EQ_CLASS valid

$BEGIN

DESIGN DESCRIPTION

$END

$DEFAULT valid

$PARAMETER author

$EQ_CLASS valid
$BEGIN

AUTHOR: HandyMan

$END

$DEFAULT valid

$PARAMETER date
$EQ_CLASS valid
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$BEGIN

DATE: February 2, 1994

$END
$DEFAULT valid

A TimNet Software Release Test

$PARAMETER design_name

$EQ_CLASS valid

$BEGIN

DESIGN NAME: name_oCdesign_incl_bst

$END

$DEFAULT valid

$PARAMETER core_name

$EQ_CLASS valid

$BEGIN

CORE NAME: name_oCcore

$END

$DEFAULT valid

$PARAMETER 12nc_Of
$EQ_CLASS valid

$BEGIN

12NC NR: 12ne_code_number

$END

$DEFAULT valid

$PARAMETER technology
$EQ_CLASS c3dm

$BEGIN

TECHNOLOGY: c3dm
$END
$EQ_CLASS dmecc
$BEGIN

TECHNOLOGY: c200dmecc

$END

$EQ_CLASS dmoee

$BEGIN

TECHNOLOGY: e200dmocc

$END
$EQ_CLASS dmtae

$BEGIN

TECHNOLOGY: e200dmtae

$END
$EQ_CLASS dmtcc
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$BEGIN

TECHNOLOGY: c200dmtcc

$END

$EQ_CLASS celib

$BEGIN

TECHNOLOGY: celib

$END

$EQ_CLASS mec_lib

$BEGIN

TECHNOLOGY: mec_lib

$END

$DEFAULT c3dm

$PARAMETER library

$EQ_CLASS lib1

$BEGIN

LIBRARY: 1

$END

$EQ_CLASS lib2

$BEGIN

LIBRARY: 2

$END

$DEFAULT lib2

$PARAMETER version_code

$EQ_CLASS valid

$BEGIN

VERSION CODE: D1

$END

$DEFAULT valid

$PARAMETER parCIU_code

$EQ_CLASS valid

$BEGIN

PART NR CODE: SDEM

$END

$DEFAULT valid

$PARAMETER manufacturer_id

$EQ_CLASS valid

$BEGIN

MANUFACTURER ID: B00000010101

$END

$DEFAULT valid
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$PARAMETER bisCreg_length
$EQ_CLASS valid

$BEGIN

BIST REG LENGTH: 10

$END

$DEFAULT valid

A TimNet Software Release Test

$PARAMETER instructionset

$EQ_CLASS aO

$BEGIN

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST

INSTRUCTION: IDCODE
INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: BYPASS
INSTRUCTION: STCTEST

$END
$EQ_CLASS bO

$BEGIN

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST

INSTRUCTION: IDCODE

INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: BYPASS

INSTRUCTION: INTEST

INSTRUCTION: STCTEST

$END

$EQ_CLASS dO
$BEGIN

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST

INSTRUCTION: IDCODE

INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: BYPASS

INSTRUCTION: INTEST

INSTRUCTION: STCTEST
INSTRUCTION: SCANM
$END

$EQ_CLASS iO

$BEGIN

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST
INSTRUCTION: IDCODE

INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: CLAMP

INSTRUCTION: INTEST

INSTRUCTION: STCTEST

INSTRUCTION: SCANM
INSTRUCTION: BYPASS
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$END

$EQ_CLASS i 1

$BEGIN

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST

INSTRUCTION: IDCODE

INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: CLAMP

INSTRUCTION: INTEST

INSTRUCTION: STCTEST

INSTRUCTION: MACRO

INSTRUCTION: BYPASS

$END

$EQ_CLASS jO

$BEGIN

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST

INSTRUCTION: IDCODE

INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: TOGGLE

INSTRUCTION: INTEST

INSTRUCTION: STCTEST

INSTRUCTION: SCANM

INSTRUCTION: BYPASS

$END

$EQ_CLASS kO

$BEGIN

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST

INSTRUCTION: IDCODE

INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: CLAMP

INSTRUCTION: BYPASS

INSTRUCTION: STCTEST
$END

$EQ_CLASS k1

$BEGIN

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST

INSTRUCTION: IDCODE

INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: CLAMP

INSTRUCTION: USERl

INSTRUCTION: STCTEST

INSTRUCTION: USER2

INSTRUCTION: BYPASS

$END

$EQ_CLASS 10
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$BEGIN

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST

INSTRUCTION: IDCODE
INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: CLAMP

INSTRUCTION: STCTEST

INSTRUCTION: BYPASS

INSTRUCTION: SCANM

INSTRUCTION: HIGHZ

$END

$EQ_CLASS mO

$BEGIN

INSTRUCTION: EXTEST

NSTRUCTION: IDCODE

INSTRUCTION: SAMPLE_PRELOAD

INSTRUCTION: CLAMP
INSTRUCTION: STCTEST

INSTRUCTION: BYPASS

INSTRUCTION: INTEST

INSTRUCTION: HIGHZ

$END

$DEFAULT aO

$PARAMETER target
$EQ_CLASS edif

$BEGIN

TARGET: EDIF

$END

$EQ_CLASS mentor

$BEGIN
TARGET: MENTOR

$END
$EQ_CLASS pdf

$BEGIN
TARGET: PDF

$END

$EQ_CLASS ppds

$BEGIN

TARGET: PPDS

$END

$EQ_CLASS vhdl

$BEGIN
TARGET: VHDL
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$END

$EQ_CLASS vlsi

$BEGIN

TARGET: VLSI

$END

$DEFAULT edif

$PARAMETER vhdl_Iibrary

$EQ_CLASS valid

$BEGIN

VHDL LIBRARY: phiI_sysceIl2Cv I10

$END

$DEFAULT valid

$PARAMETER ex_load_perc

$EQ_CLASS CO_I_2_3_4_9_FULL

$BEGIN

CO LOAD PERC: 100

CI LOAD PERC: 100

C2 LOAD PERC: 100

C3 LOAD PERC: 100

C4 LOAD PERC: 100

C9 LOAD PERC: 100

$END

$EQ_CLASS CO_I_2_3_4_10_HALF

$BEGIN

CO LOAD PERC: 49

C I LOAD PERC: 49

C2 LOAD PERC: 49

C3 LOAD PERC: 49

C4 LOAD PERC: 49

C9 LOAD PERC: 49

$END

$EQ_CLASS empty

$BEGIN

$END

$DEFAULT CO_I_2_3_4_9_FULL

$PARAMETER data_sheet

$EQ_CLASS bsdl

$BEGIN

DATA SHEET: BSDL
$END
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$EQ_CLASS ebst
$BEGIN

DATA SHEET: EBST

$END

$DEFAULT bsdl

$PARAMETER level_shifter

$EQ_CLASS yes
$BEGIN

LEVEL SHIFTER: YES
$END

$EQ_CLASS no
$BEGIN

LEVEL SHIFTER: NO
$END

$DEFAULT no

$PARAMETER keyline2
$EQ_CLASS valid

$BEGIN

PIN DESCRIPTION

$END

$DEFAULT valid

$PARAMETER pin_description

$EQ_CLASS length1
$BEGIN

$FILENAME length l.ecv
$END

$EQ_CLASS length31
$BEGIN

$FILENAME length31.ecv
$END

$EQ_CLASS length32
$BEGIN

$FILENAME length32.ecv
$END

$EQ_CLASS length33

$BEGIN

$FILENAME length33.ecv

$END

$EQ_CLASS length 150
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$BEGIN

$FILENAME lengthl50.ecv

$END

$EQ_CLASS aO_care_in

$BEGIN

$FILENAME aO_core_in.ecv

$END

$EQ_CLASS in_first

$BEGIN

$FILENAME in_first.ecv

$END

$DEFAULT lengthl50

D.3 Definition of Forbidden Parameter Combinations

technology drnecc:

instructionset kO I 10 I rnO;

technology drnocc:

instructionset kO I 10 I rnO;

technology drntac:

instructionset kO I 10 I rnO;

technology drntcc:

instructionset kO I 10 I rnO;

technology celib:

instructionset i I I k I I rnO;

technology rnec_lib:

instructionset i I I jO I kO I kl I 10 I mO;

pin_description lengthl:

instructionset dO I iO I i I I jO I kl I 10;

pin_description length31:

instructionset aO I dO I iO IiI I jO I kO I k 1 I 10 I rnO;

pin_description length32:

instructionset aO I dO I iO IiI I jO I kO I k 1 I 10 I rnO;

pin_description length 150:

instructionset aO;
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